IonFlow Evolution

Swedish Designed Air Purifier
Dimensions:
7.5 x 23 inches/19 x 59 cm
59 cm / 23 inches

Weight:
5.9 lbs/2.7 kg (excl. adapter)
Room size:
Up to 540 sq ft/50 m²
Noise level:
21 dB (A)
Energy consumption:
7W
19 cm / 7.5 inches
2.7 kg / 5.9 lbs

Benefits
Ultra-fine particle
reduction

Destroys >97%
virus in the air

IonFlow Evolution removes the smallest and most harmful particles such as allergens, bacteria, dust, mold,
traffic pollution & smoke all the way down to 0.007 microns. Scientifically proven by third party governmetal
tests.

IonFlow Evolution protects against microbes in the air, such as virus, bacteria and mold. This makes it an
efficient air purifier for allergy, asthma, COPD, pregnant, infants, children and other people sensitive to influenza and other infections. According to a seven years scientific research study LightAir IonFlow air purifiers
destroys 97% of virus harmless immediately in the air making sure they will never bother you.

IonFlow Evolution will not interrupt your activities or precious sleep! Put it in a bedroom or office and no one
will be disturbed! Operates at 21 decibels (compared to 35-80 decibels for HEPA filter systems).
Soundless

Filterless

IonFlow Evolution is hassle-free and easy to maintain. Once the reusable particle collector start looking dirty,
just clean it by rinsing the particle collector in water. No need for ordering new filters and no need for complicated installation of new filters. And don’t worry, even if you forget to clean the reusable particle collector it will
continue to operate just as efficiently.

There’s nothing to replace and no need to ever buy an expensive filter again. This will save you $50-400 per
year compared to typical filter-based air purifiers. Combined with lower electricity costs, savings will go into
the hundreds of dollars per year—enough to pay for a second IonFlow air purifier.
Cost saving

How it works
1.

2.

3.

1. Generating
billions of
electrons per
second that
transform into
negative ions.

2. The negative ions
charge particles
such as virus,
mold, pollen
and smoke etc.
negatively.

3. The positively
charged particle
collector attracts
the negatively
charged particles
down to PM0.007.

Effectively removes:

Smoke

Traffic pollution

Mold

Pet allergen

Virus

Bacteria

Industrial pollution

Pollen

